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ADVANCED TRADING 
 STRATEGY



The Scale-In 
Technique

PART 1 
Trading by Real 
Examples

Taken From Colibri 
Trader’s Course



Let’s have a look at another tradable instrument - Gold. You 
can see the daily chart of gold. I have encircled all of the 
potential signals or market indications for a continuation or 
reversal price action would have generated. I wouldn’t have 
taken all of them. I would have surely missed really good 
signals and not taken some bad ones. But in the end, the 
important thing is your equity curve rising, as opposed to 
falling. In order to be a successful trader, you need to be 
flexible and don’t be scared to cut your losses fast. I believe 
that this has been one of the most important factors to 
become successful in trading. The other one is letting 
winners run as much as possible. Enough talking, let’s have 
a look at the gold example below:



Daily GOLD 



I have placed a number on all of the potential trading 
signals that I have gotten from the market and I will walk 
you through each and every one of them. 



1) Here you have a pin bar and then 
two consecutive bullish rejections. 
These are all bearish signals and 
mean that you can either enter a 
short position or exit your long 
positions if you have any.



3) The third setup is coming after one bullish 
rejection and then there comes a bearish candle 
engulfing the previous two green (bullish) 
candles, which hints at further selling pressure 
as we can see in the next few sessions.

2) The second setup we have is a bearish 
engulfing pattern. It is showing me that the 
number of buyers we had from the first session 
is totally “engulfed” by the number of sellers, 
thus creating more bearish momentum. Bearish 
engulfing patterns are extremely beneficial, 
especially in falling markets.



4) There is a pin bar that has formed and is 
indicating a possible correction or reversal. In 
such a fast-moving market I would prefer to 
wait and receive another bullish confirmation 
from the chart. As we can see, price really 
slows down and enters a choppy (range-
trading) environment. 

5) Price continues to fall and shows a 
few bearish rejections. We can see 
long bearish tails and then profit 
taking, which takes price up to the 
previous resistance area. 



6) There is an inside bar that formed just 
below the resistance area and is actually 
giving us a bearish signal to short

7) There are a few bullish rejections  and the 
price continues to fall, where it finally finds 
some support and then later reverses

8) There is another bullish pin bar that is 
forming on the daily time frame. Just like the 
previous one, this pin bar is forming in a 
downtrend, which means taking a contrarian 
view and going long. For me it is still a 
premature signal and I would be waiting for 
another confirmation from price before 
entering into a long trade here.



9) There are a few confirmations that come from 
the bearish rejections we can see here. This 
gives the green light for more fresh buyers, and 
they finally show up to push the price up to new 
highs.

10) There is a bullish engulfing candle, which is actually 
engulfing the previous three bearish candles and is 
giving a great signal for going long. If you want to 
minimise your risk, you could wait for a retracement 
towards the middle of the big green (bullish) candle. 
That is what I am doing if I have an indication from a 
lower time frame that price might retrace. In general, 
towards the middle of the candle there is a big 
concentration of buyers and I use it as a reliable 
support level. That is why I like to place my standing 
buy orders 10 pips above the middle of the bullish 
candle if I am not taking the trade from the lower time 
frames.



11) We can see that the price is advancing quite 
a lot and is reaching new highs. At number 11 
we have another small bullish engulfing pattern. 
If you are already in a position, you could scale 
in (look at the next part of this manual for the exact 
“scaling-in” rules) and open another long position. 

12) There is a small bearish rejection candle, 
which also gives the green light to more 
buyers to add long positions to the already 
established ones.



14) The final setup is a bearish engulfing signal, 
which indicates a reversal. Ideally, you would 
be looking at closing your long positions at this 
level. If you have a trailing stop, it might be 
under the lows of 13, but if you are flexible 
enough, such a signal, especially if it is at a 
major resistance area, might hint of closing, at 
least partially, your positions.

13) At this moment, there are a few more 
bearish rejections, which create another 
bullish opportunity.



End of Part 1
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Pyramiding or also known as “scaling in/out” of a 
position is an advanced strategy that should be 
used only once you are really comfortable with 
your trading. I am about to share with you an 
advanced trading strategy that I use only when I 
am convinced that we have a strong trend 
establishing. I have used it on all FX pairs and 
indices (DAX, DOW). I believe it could be used on 
everything trending, but those are the instruments I 
have tested and traded with this strategy. There are 
no indicators at all and it is aimed at stacking as 
many positions as possible only in the direction of 
the major trend. Let me start off with the rules of 
this technique. 



1)Look for a trading signal from a daily time frame in the direction of 
the main trend and then and only then go down to a 4 hour chart 

2)Take only 4 hour engulfing bars 
2A) An engulfing bar could be a formation of not only two bars, but 
three. As long as the second and third bar are “engulfing” the 
previous one, I do consider this a valid signal.  
3)Trigger is +1 break of the engulfing bar 
4)Stop is 10 pips below the engulfing bar’s low or a previous swing 
low 

5)Use only previous monthly/weekly/daily LOWS and HIGHS for 
support and resistance.  

6)Use monthly/weekly/daily LOWS and HIGHS for profit taking

RULES



Let me give an example and clarify this further… 
I am looking at the EUR/JPY. There was a big 
hammer (pin bar) on the daily time frame and a 
monthly support level. Then I go down to a 4 hour 
chart and start looking for ONLY bullish engulfing 
patterns. Let’s see what I have found…



Pin 
Bar

DAILY CHART

16th October, 2014

Initial Signal



And now go to the 4 hour chart…



4 HOUR CHART

BULLISH 
ENGULFING

Entry Signal



The arrow above is showing the region after the 15th 
of October, 2014 when the trading signal appears on 
the daily time frame. Let me go into more details and 
show you how exactly I am trading with this 
advanced technique. 



4 HOUR CHART

BULLISH  
ENGULFING



For LONG Positions:  
My Stops Are Always Placed 10 Pips Below The 
Low Of The Candlestick Or Nearest Swing Low

STOP

For SHORT Positions:  
My Stops Are Always Placed 10 Pips Above The 
High Of The Candlestick Or Nearest Swing High

STOP

!

!



So, let’s summarise what is happening above. There are 
roughly 16 obvious bullish engulfing patterns (all 
encircled in red) on the 4 hour chart. As I have laid out in 
the rules above, I do count as a bullish engulfing one red 
(bearish) candle engulfed by two consecutive bullish 
green candles, as well. Therefore, there might have been 
a few more bullish engulfing patterns, but I have 
encircled the most obvious and the ones I would have 
considered when trading live. My aim is to take all bullish 
engulfing patterns from the 4 hour time frame. I would 
have been stopped out on 4 out of the 16 signals I got. 
That means a 75% winning ratio. This is an extremely 
high figure but I am not after a big winning ratio. 



What I am looking for is a big trend, and what 
experience has taught me - it doesn’t matter what your 
winning ratio is, it only matters how long you are in a 
profitable position. I have actually tested this strategy 
and found that even with a 15% win-ratio, I would have 
still come out close to break-even. That is why it is 
important to have the right psychology mindset and 
hold on to a winning trade as much as humanly 
possible. Having said this, it doesn’t mean that I am 
perfect and that I have mastered this skill. Indeed, I am 
still having hard times sometimes to hold on to a 
winning position for a long period of time. But with 
every trade I become stronger and better. That’s the 
ultimate aim of trading- constant improving, while you 
are being profitable!



Let’s make a simple calculation and see how much 
we would have made if we traded all of those 
setups (which most of us probably wouldn’t). If we 
decided to close all of the positions at 148.00 
(major resistance area), we would have gotten the 
following results. 



Trade Bullish 
Engulfing

Entry 
(Engulf 

Stop 
(Swing Low

P/L in pips
1 √ 136.04 134.03 1196
2 Failed 136.68 135.69 (99)
3 Failed 136.67 136.15 (52)
4 √ 136.89 136.41 1111
5 √ 136.95 136.37 1105
6 Failed 137.73 137.31 (42)
7 √ 141.07 140.39 693
8 √ 142.03 141.58 597
9 Failed 143.51 142.79 (72)
10 √ 142.70 142.05 530
11 √ 142.71 141.99 529
12 √ 144.28 143.57 372
13 √ 145.58 144.66 242
14 √ 145.30 144.67 270
15 √ 145.34 144.67 266
16 √ 146.36 145.62 164
TOTAL PIPS 7075



It appears that if we have traded all setups and 
waited until the price reached the resistance area 
at 148.00, we would have made 7075 pips. It 
sounds incredible, but in real life the result would 
have probably been different. You probably 
wouldn’t have traded all of these setups and you 
wouldn’t have held such a long time. Holding a 
position long enough is what makes the difference 
between a millionaire and a broke. In this case, 
holding a single long position since the 16th of 
October would have returned over 1000 pips. Using 
this scaling-in technique you could have earned 
seven times more! That is what you should be after 
in the long term.  



When I am trading, I am not really thinking about my 
winning ratio - what is important for me is to be in a 
big trend and get the most out of it. As you can see 
in the example above, a risk: reward of 1:10 is 
possible. You just need to aim at this type of 
performance. In my experience, I have met all types 
of traders, and the ones that are really profitable are 
the longer-term traders. From all of the scalpers I 
know (and believe me they are many), I have only 
heard of one person who is profitable. That is why I 
believe the best way to approach the market 
(especially if you are a new trader) is to look at the 
higher time frames. As a beginner, the lowest time 
frame you should be looking at should be the 4 hour 
one. 



The technique that I am suggesting above is for more 
experienced traders, therefore I do not recommend you use 
it straight away. Once you are profitable for three 
consecutive months on a daily time frame, then and only 
then should you consider using more advanced techniques 
like this one. Now, let me give you another example of this 
technique - Crude Oil. Have a look first at a clean 4 hour 
chart and try to figure out where those engulfing setups are. 





Now, let me show you where I see those engulfing 
candlestick patterns appearing.  



4 HOUR CHART

BULLISH  
ENGULFING



From the chart above, you can see the many 
opportunities that you have on the 4 hour chart. 
Although such trends do not appear on a regular 
basis, you can be sure that if you are not being 
stopped out in so many consecutive trades, you 
are in an extremely strong trend. From all of the 14 
setups that I have found, only one would have been 
stopped - number 14. All other positions would 
have survived. 

MANY CONSECUTIVE PROFITABLE POSITIONS=BIG TREND! !



Now, instead of counting the thousands of pips you 
could have made by utilising this strategy, I would 
like to bring your attention to two of the potential 
entries - number 7 and number 10. The question 
here is why I placed my stop so far away. First of all, 
for entry number 7, the stop is placed not just above 
the high of the bearish engulfing pattern, but above 
the nearest swing high - or the bullish rejections of 
the previous few candles. The reason why I placed 
my stop so far away on entry number 10 is the 
same. There were a few rejection candles nearby 
and that is the main reason why. Let me zoom in on 
those two entries so you can see well. The first 
screenshot shows entry number 7.



ENTRY 7

STOP
10 PIPS



As can be seen from the screenshot above, the 
stop is 10 pips above all three rejections. Let’s 

proceed to the second entry - number 10. 



ENTRY 10

STOP10 PIPS



That’s NOT The End

Further details about my trading system could be found in my 
trading course- The Price Action Method (http://colibritrader.com/
trading-course/). The trading technique explained above could be 
used on its own. Although, I do recommend that you get the full 
trading course, which encapsulates my whole trading career as a 
prop trader. It also can help you achieve a similar or better results 
as the ones given below, as long as you put the effort in. 

http://colibritrader.com/trading-course/


Trading Statements

Making From 1,500 GBP To Over 19,000 GBP















































–Trading Wisdom

“Cut losers fast, let winners run.” 
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